The University of Miami European Union Center, the Consortium of Jean Monnet Chairs of the Americas and the Jean Monnet in the US Network cordially invite you to a lecture on:

“The EU and the World”

Maxime H. A. Larivé

Research Associate, University of Miami European Union Center

Time: Tuesday, November 17, 2020, 9:30 AM-10:45AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
To receive virtual meeting access, please RSVP to: m.goergmaier@miami.edu

Maxime H. A. Larivé, Ph.D., is a Research Associate at the EU Center of Excellence at the University of Miami. He graduated from the University of Miami in 2012 and worked as a Jean Monnet Postdoctoral Fellow at the EU Center of Excellence (2012-2013). He has published several EU related articles and reviews in peer-reviewed journals such as European Security, Journal of Common Market Studies, Perceptions, and Whitehead Journal of Diplomacy and International Relations. His book, Debating European Security and Defense Policy. Understanding the Complexity, published with Ashgate looks at the question of European Defense and Security from its creation to today. Occasionally, Maxime Larivé published policy-oriented articles for the National Interest and World Politics Review. Dr. Larivé also writes weekly commentaries on the EU and transatlantic relations for Politipond (https://politipond.wordpress.com/). Follow Maxime Larivé on twitter: @MLarive
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Professor Joaquin Roy
+ 1 (305) 505-6045
jroy@miami.edu

Dr. Melanie Goergmaier
+ 1 (954) 304-3233
m.goergmaier@miami.edu

University of Miami European Union Center: https://eucenter.as.miami.edu/index.html